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From our team to yours, the Kraftwerks family wishes you a happy, healthy 2021.
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CLICK HERE to Learn how Kraftwerks can create a turnkey lab buildout.
 

Ergonomics at Work
 
BOSTONtec workstations are properly designed to ensure medical device assembly, testing and educational
activities, and biotech operations are performed faster and safer.
 
Ergonomically designed, the workstations lift, tilt, rotate, and slide for better task positioning when performing
repetitive tasks, and the components are well suited to all environments (including clean rooms) in the medical,
healthcare, laboratory, and pharmaceutical industries.

BOSTONtec Video See how Kraftwerks can help

Proper Chair = Proper Posture
 
Selecting the right chair is a big deal — just ask the person who has to sit in it all day or the person who is up and
down in the chair all day. An ergonomic chair can improve everything from posture to focus to work output. If
people are comfortable while they work, they will work more efficiently.
 
BioFit offers product lines designed specifically for use in laboratory, pharmaceutical, and healthcare environments
including cleanrooms and static-free environments.
 

Suitable for different body types, user positions, and tasks
Superior support and functionality
Easy to move in and around the workspace
Variety of seat pans, backrest sizes, base styles, wide range of ergonomic functions and seat height ranges
Easy to operate pneumatic controls
Easy to clean and maintain surfaces with 100+ approved EPA cleaner-disinfectants

BioFit Case Study See how Kraftwerks can help

Meet Regulations While Optimizing Storage
 
The number of hospital beds needed at any given time is unpredictable. Where to store the unused beds is a
common problem and hospitals too often find them “stored” in corridors where staff can access them quickly.
However, doing so is a fire hazard that could lead to fines or worse, the loss of accreditation.
 
Storing beds “upward” on a rack seems impossible due to the large size and extreme weight of each bed, but
Vidir’s BedLift systems are cost effective and provide safe, dedicated storage for costly hospital beds.
 

Reduces hallway ‘clutter’ to address NFPA 101 – Life Safety Code
Saves up to 70% of floor space per unit
Easy to use - semi-automatic system lowers/raises beds at the push of a button
Accommodates beds up to 44.5” wide, 32” high, and 900 lbs. (depending on model)
Capacity for up to 5 hospital beds per BedLift
Load either by bed’s side or front (depending on model)
Beds are easily accessible, reducing required retrieval time
Also suitable for stretchers and operating tables (depending on model)

           Vidir BedLift Video          How can Kraftwerks help?

Protecting Your People
 
Portable sanitizer stations from
Kraftwerks not only remind
employees, but also make it
convenient for them to achieve
proper hygiene by putting sanitizer
anywhere people are. They are
adjustable, have a tip-resistant
base, and are made from stainless
steel — making them durable and
easy to clean. (Convenient,
mountable wall units are also
available.)
 
Ask Kraftwerks to help identify the
best products and the proper
placement of them within your
facility to provide optimal, protective
safeguards against COVID-19.

 

Kraftwerks Hygiene Stations

 

 

Read our case study to learn how Kraftwerks helped this major hospital regain
valuable space by reducing its storage footprint.

Case Study: University of Rochester Highland Hospital

Did you know...Kraftwerks has extensive experience working inside
hospitals, laboratories, and pharmaceutical sites?
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